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INTRODUCTION 

1. Rationale 

Conduct culture constitutes an integral part of the culture, aims 

to orientate and regulate the behavior of each individual and affects 

the communities. In fact, challenges and fierce competition in 

business are reasons why a few traders are willing to make fake, toxic 

goods; involve in unfair competition and violate laws, etc, eroding 

trust among people in a society. This fact varies by sectors and 

localities and needs massively researching to provide scientific 

grounds for solutions to limitations and creation of harmony between 

economic development and cultural value preservation in the 

community of craft villages. 

Mau Hoa Village (Minh Khai Commune, Hoai Duc District, 

Hanoi) is well-known for its agro-processing craft (vermicelli, noodle 

soup, dry noodle). These products are consumed not only 

domestically but also internationally, especially in Asian and 

European countries and have direct impacts on health of consumers. 

Research of conduct culture in agro-processing craft of Mau Hoa 

Village's inhabitants contributes to studies of craft village culture and 

Vietnamese culture and provides scientific grounds for development 

of proper standards and codes of conduct in craft villages in context 

of market economy. These are the reasons why the research student 

chooses Conduct culture in agro-processing craft of Mau Hoa 

Village's inhabitants (Minh Khai Commune, Hoai Duc District, 

Hanoi) as the topic of the Doctoral thesis in Culturology. 

2. Research aims and objectives 
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2.1. Research aims 

- To identify factors affecting and aspects of Conduct culture in 

agro-processing craftsmen in Mau Hoa Village (culture of conduct 

toward the natural environment, culture of conduct toward the social 

environment and culture of self-conduct), strengths and limitations in 

Conduct culture of the inhabitants. 

- To provide scientific grounds for development of standards 

and codes of ethics by the local authorities, contribute to regulation 

of personal behavior in crafting, for sustainable craft development 

2.2. Research questions 

- Which factors affect shaping of conduct culture of                   

agro-processing craftsmen in Mau Hoa Village? 

 - How is conduct culture in agro-processing craft in Mau Hoa 

Village expressed?  

- Which lessons can be drawn from current conduct culture of 

craftsmen in Mau Hoa? 

2.3. Research objectives  

Collect sources of documents and make use of theories to 

explain phenomena in Conduct culture of agro-processing craftsmen. 

3. Research objects and scope 

3.1. Research objects 

Objects of the thesis are three aspects of conduct culture of    

agro-processing craftsmen, including, conduct toward the natural 

environment, conduct toward the social environment (the 

community) and conduct toward themselves (self-conduct). 
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3.2. Research scope 

Spatial scope of the thesis is Mau Hoa Village, Minh Khai 

Commune, Hoai Duc District, Hanoi. 

For timing scope, the thesis focuses on researching conduct 

culture in current agro-processing craft in Mau Hoa and studying 

traditional conduct culture and factors currently affecting conduct 

culture at the same time. 

4. Research approaches and methods 

4.1. Approaches 

Culturological approach: The thesis considers conduct of 

craftsmen toward the natural environment, social environment and 

themselves as elements of spiritual culture and social culture. 

Systematic approach: The thesis links shaping and 

transformation of conduct culture of craftsmen in Mau Hoa to 

geographical, natural factors, economic facilities, cultural and social 

institutions of the village and country. 

4.2. Research methods 

The thesis uses the typical method of Culturology as 

interdisciplinary method in combination with analysis method, 

statistical method and comparison method to clarify the subject 

matter. 

In order to collect documentary sources, the thesis summarizes 

published research works, uses ethnographic fieldwork by participant 

observation, interview, retrospective investigation for field data 

collection. 
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5. New scientific findings of the thesis 

This is the first thesis to systematically research Conduct 

culture in agro-processing craft in a village in a Hanoi suburb; give 

an overview of shaping and expression of Conduct culture between 

people and the natural environment, social environment and 

themselves in the researched area. 

6. Theretical and practical significance of the thesis 

6.1. Theretical significance of the thesis 

The thesis contributes to identification of actual state of 

Conduct culture, factors affecting shaping of Conduct culture, roles 

and impacts of conduct culture in crafting. 

6.2. Practical significance of the thesis 

The thesis further supports the importance of Conduct culture 

to development of individuals and communities in their livelihood in 

the context of market economy. Research outcomes of the thesis are 

recommendations to the local authorities on development of codes of 

conduct between people and the nature and society in the village 

community. 

7. Structure of the thesis 

Besides Introduction, Conclusion, Reference documents, 

Appendix, the thesis is composed of four chapters, including Chapter 

1: Literature review; Chapter 2: Mau Hoa Village and agro-processing 

craft; Chapter 3: Expressions of conduct culture in agro-processing 

craft in Mau Hoa Village and Chapter 4: Lessons drawn from research 

of conduct culture of agro-processing craftsmen in Mau Hoa. 
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Chapter 1 

LITERATURE REVIEW  

 

1.1. Literature review 

1.1.1. Works regarding conduct culture 

1.1.1.1. Some researches of foreign scholars 

In the early twentieth century, some scholars in the world gave 

their opinion on behavior in various aspects. In 1921, J. Watson 

proposed his theory of behaviorism. In the 1960s, A. Maslow 

introduced a hierarchy of human needs, often depicted hierarchical 

levels within a pyramid, including unobservable behavior (covert 

behavior) and observable behavior (overt behavior) concurrently 

existing. 

Behavior analysis in business was mentioned in works of 

William W. Finlay, A. Q. Sartain, Willis M. Tate (1954) [157]; John 

C. Mowen [142]; Michael R. Solomon [148]. In these studies, 

authors showed that the environment and interpersonal relations were 

factors affecting behavior of each individual. 

1.1.1.2. Some researches of Vietnamese authors 

In Vietnam, the expression "Conduct culture" has been 

widely used in daily conversations and recently mentioned in 

many researches of Tran Ngoc Them; Nguyen Viet Chuc, Tran 

Quoc Vuong, Tran Thuy Anh, Le Van Quan, Nguyen Thanh Tuan. 

Despite difference in research scope, these authors agree that 

conduct culture of human is expressed in three aspects, including 
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conduct toward the natural environment, conduct toward the social 

environment and self-conduct. 

1.1.2. Works regarding conduct culture of the Vietnamese 

1.1.2.1. Works regarding conduct culture toward the natural 

environment 

There have been some works regarding human conduct toward 

the natural environment such as works of Tran Ngoc Them, a group 

of authors, including Chu Khac Thuat, Nguyen Van Thu; Nguyen 

Viet Chuc, Tran Thuy Anh, Nguyen Xuan Kinh. In these researches, 

authors share the idea that people know how to make use of and find 

ways to respond to natural conditions for their life and business. 

1.1.2.2. Works regarding conduct culture toward the social 

environment 

Conduct in the family and kin: Authors, including Nguyen Van Le 

[64], Le Thi Thanh Huong [58], Vu Thi Phuong [88], share the idea that 

conduct between Vietnamese wife and husband, parents and children, 

grandparents and grandchildren is influenced by Confucian thought. 

Conduct in the village: Works of Tran Van Hiep [46], Le Huu 

Xanh [133], Le Van Dinh [23], Phan Thi Mai Huong [57], support 

the idea that all human behavior is bound by village rules and public 

opinion in the village still plays the key role in regulation of behavior 

of each person and establishes certain cohesive and binding relations 

among people in the same village. 

1.1.2.3. Works regarding conduct culture in crafting 

Researches of Nguyen Van Binh [9], Le Thi Tuyet [122], 

Nguyen Dinh Phuc [85], Nguyen Thi Hai [42], Bui Thi Dung [20], 

focus on the relationship between employers and employees; conduct 

among enterprise owners; conduct of craftsmen toward customers; 
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conduct among craftsmen; conduct toward craftsmen who live in the 

same village and live in other villages. These authors agree that this 

relationship and conduct are always friendly, sociable and symbiotic 

for existence. 

1.1.2.4. Works regarding strategies in conduct of craftsmen 

Strategies in conduct of craftsmen are mentioned in works of Le 

Thi Tuyet [122], Nguyen Giao [36] and expressed in form of response to 

and dealing with short-term and long-term relationships, situations to for 

specific target achievement and high-performance business. 

1.1.3. Works regarding Mau Hoa Village 

There have been some researches on Mau Hoa Village so far, 

mainly in term of History, Ethnology, Literature. 

1.2. Theoretical background  

1.2.1. Some definitions 

Conduct means making use of and response to relationships 

between people and the natural science, social environment and 

themselves, via human behavior, for preservation and development of 

life of individuals and communities. 

Conduct culture is a system of values and models of conduct in 

relationships between people and the natural science, social 

environment and themselves and is recognized, shared by the 

communities and aims to orientate behavior of each person for 

preservation and development of life of individuals and communities. 

1.2.2. Theoretical issues regarding conduct culture 

1.2.2.1. Background of conduct culture 

 Conduct culture is built from natural factors; social factors 

(standards (values) of communities); self-factors (personal) in the 

communities and livelihood (occupation),  
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1.2.2.2. Expression of conduct culture 

Based on definitions of conduct culture, the research student 

shares the idea that there are three aspects in conduct culture, 

including culture of conduct toward the natural environment, culture 

of conduct toward the social environment and self-culture of conduct 

(personal). 

1.2.2.3. Similarities in traditional conduct culture of the 

Vietnamese 

Published researches show that traditional conduct culture of 

the Vietnamese is flexible, relies on the nature for self-benefit 

(Conduct towards the nature); puts a heavy emphasis on community 

cohesion; harmonizes "emotion" and "reason" (Conduct toward the 

community/society); highly emphasizes Spirit, Prestige; balances 

psychology against risks and humane spirit in crafting (Self-conduct) 

1.2.3. Theoretical perspective applied to the thesis 

Theory of social network considers the society as a structure of 

many individuals or a structure linking and gathering individuals to 

communities, dependent and binding relationships such as blood and 

marriage relationships (family, kin), residence relationships (hamlet, 

village, country or intercountry), relationships based on ages, 

favorites, beliefs, religions, social status and occupation. 

Rational choice theory emphasizes that individuals choose and 

perform works that give the best outcome or individuals always 

intentionally act to make use of their potential and capacity for the 

best outcome and lowest cost at their own discretion. 

The thesis also applies some supporting ideas about spiritual 

security of O. Salemink; gifts (strategy) of M. Mauss, YunXiang 

Yan, Luong Van Hy; some definitions, structures of conduct culture 
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by Tran Ngoc Them, Tran Thuy Anh, Nguyen Thanh Tuan, etc to 

consider three conduct aspects of Mau Hoa Village's inhabitants. 

Researched issues and application of theories to the thesis are 

summarized in the following diagram. 
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Chapter 2 

MAU HOA VILLAGE AND AGRO-PROCESSING CRAFT 

2.1. The natural environment and choice of means of livelihood 

2.1.1. Geographical position, road conditions and natural 

environment 

Mau Hoa Village is located on the left bank of Day River, the 

Northwestern gateway to Hoai Duc District and adjacent to some 

important roads. It is 3 km far away from Phung Town on National 

Highway 32 connecting Hanoi center to Son Tay Town, in the North 

along dike on the left bank of Day River and 3 km far away from the 

ancient Thien Ly Road connecting Thang Long to Dien and Son 

Dong, in the South. 

Day River running through the village facilitates waterway 

transport of agro-forestry-fisheries materials and goods from midland 

and mountainous region to the Southern delta. 

2.1.2. Choice of livelihood based on the natural environment 

The above geographical and natural conditions are grounds for 

Mau Hoa Village's inhabitants to choose their livelihood based on 

rice fields and river banks with change over times: 

- Before 1990, the inhabitants mainly live on agriculture (rice 

fields and river banks) in combination with handicrafts (molasses 

making, narrow fabrics weaving) and small-size trading. 

- From 1990 to 2000, the inhabitants mainly live on agriculture 

whereas traditional handicrafts began to deteriorate and some 

services emerge. 
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- From 2000 to present, local agriculture deteriorated whereas 

agro-processing craft and services developed. 

Agriculture-based livelihood is minor because income from 

agriculture-based livelihood is low and authorities of the commune 

and district aim to transform economic structure. Silk weaving craft 

in Mau Hoa disappeared in the middle of 1990s because mulberry 

supply was unstable and narrow fabrics was not suitable to garment 

needs of people. Molasses making craft has also disappeared since 

the middle of the 1990s because industrial sugar was developed. 

Vermicelli making craft has helped the inhabitants to know 

how to make noodle soup and dry noodle. These two crafts have a 

huge potential for development because Mau Hoa is located in an 

alluvial plain and adjacent to Day River bank and has fertile soil 

suitable for cultivation of rice and crops that are main ingredients for 

these crafts. The above transformation of livelihood of Mau Hoa 

village's inhabitants shows that conduct culture of the local 

inhabitants is adaptive and flexible in relationships with the natural 

environment, social environment and themselves, in the context of 

fluctuations in their lives. 

2.2. The social environment 

2.2.1. The ancient land 

Mau Hoa Village and two villages, including Duong Lieu and 

Que Duong, were located in Sau Region or Sau Sub-district that was 

an ancient land associated with Vinh Quang archaeological site (Que 

Duong Village) existing more than 3000 years ago. Characteristics of 

the ancient land in combination with traditional characters Mau Hoa 
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Village's inhabitants contribute to creation of cultural values in 

communication and conduct of the local people. 

2.2.2. Traditional social organizations 

 Kin: The village has 11 original kins (lived in the village for a 

long time), including Nguyen, Bui, Do, Ho, Phi, Nhu, Phung, Ngo, 

Hoang, Tran, Le, of which, Nguyen Chi (former kin is Nguyen Ich) is 

the biggest and most famous kin. 

Hamlet and lane: The village has 10 hamlets (lanes) inside the 

dike and 4 hamlets on the river bank. Each hamlet has one hamlet 

leader and some old people are assigned by the local people to 

manage common works of the village. 

Male group: Before 1955, the village has three male groups, 

including Thuong Hoa (Giap Da), Thuan Dich (Giap Nhi), Lo Dich 

(Giap Ba), etc. 

Guild: The village used to have rice guild, coconut guild, fabric 

guild, pond guild that were voluntarily established to help their 

members to do business and improve standard of living. 

At present, some traditional institutions in Mau Hoa no longer 

exist but the remaining cultural and social values (high appreciation 

for age, respect to old and experienced people, responsibility for 

works of the village, open relationships, etc) are precedents for 

formulation, maintenance and development of team-working in 

business, responsibility and rules in preservation of the brand of an 

agro-processing craft village. 

2.2.3. Administrative organizations 
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Bases on current common model of political and administrative 

system, Mau Hoa Village is divided into four hamlets of Minh Khai 

Commune. Each hamlet has its own party committee, Vietnam Fatherland 

Front Work Committee and associations that coordinate with each other to 

develop local socio-economy. 

2.2.4. Non-administrative organizations 

In Mau Hoa Village, there are currently two associations directly 

related to agro-processing craft, including Vermicelli production 

association and Noodle soup and dry noodle production and trading 

association, besides associations such as Enterprise association, 

Association of people of the same age, Association of veterans previously 

working in the same unit, Association of grandfathers, sport clubs, etc. 

2.2.5. Habits, customs and beliefs 

The custom of wedding and funeral organization in Mau Hoa 

Village is not very different from that customs in villages of Xu 

Doai. These are the occasions for fostering existing relationships 

such as relationships with families, kins and neighbors and the 

opportunities for expanding and connecting social network for 

business. Community cohesion maintained in Mau Hoa is shown 

in team-working of local inhabitants in organization of local 

weddings and funerals. 

Like many other Vietnamese villages, Mau Hoa Village's 

inhabitants respect worship of their family and kin ancestors. Incense 

burning and ancestor worship are regularly performed on the first, the 

fifteenth day of a month in lunar calendar or in important events of 

families, such as weddings, death anniversaries, Tet holidays, even in 

early harvest time. 
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In Mau Hoa, there are a communal house and temple 

worshipping God Pham Dong Nga - a general who helped Dinh Bo 

Linh to defeat 12 rebellious warlords and unify the country in 968. 

Every year, the village organizes three religious festivals on the sixth 

of January (the date of reclamation by General Pham Dong Nga); the 

twelfth of March (his date of birth); the twenty-seventh of May (his 

deathday) in lunar calendar. Dia Linh pagoda worshipping Buddha is 

located in the village. 

2.3. Agro-processing craft in Mau Hoa 

2.3.1. Current agro-processing crafts 

Vermicelli making craft 

Vermicelli making craft appeared in the early 1940s. In the 1960s, 

families of Mr. Phi Xuan Quyet (born in 1916) and Ms. Hoang Thi Ngan 

(born in 1926) were the first persons to try cooking starch, then families 

of Mr. Do Van Chien (born in 1920) and Ms. Hoang Thi Van (born in 

1924) (living in Minh Hoa 3 Hamlet) used arrowroot powder to make 

Vietnamese stuffed pancake. This technique was gradually developed 

and vermicelli making craft official appeared afterwards. 

Noodle soup and dry noodle making craft 

In 1991, noodle soup and dry noodle making craft was 

introduced in Mau Hoa by Mr. Do Khac Tuan (former secretary of 

the commune party committee) when power was supplied from 

national grid to the locality. 

2.3.2. Some characteristics of agro-processing craftsmen in 

Mau Hoa Village 
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Owners of long-established production facilities in Mau Hoa all 

hold low-level academic qualifications and most of them only graduate 

from secondary schools and high schools. However, at present, many of 

them graduate from universities and colleges. They may be previously 

farmers, mechanicians, traders, non-commissioned security officers, 

demobilized soldiers and used to live on many occupations but they are all 

dedicated to and passionate for their crafts. Moreover, they also desire to 

get rich from traditional crafts and always seek to expand consumption 

markets and develop brands for their hometown. 

Sub-conclusion of Chapter 2 

 

Chapter 3 

EXPRESSIONS OF CONDUCT CULTURE IN AGRO-PROCESSING 

CRAFT OF MAU HOA VILLAGE'S INHABITANTS 

 

3.1. Culture of conduct of agro-processing craftsmen toward the 

natural environment 

3.1.1. Utilization of the natural environment for craft development 

A long time ago, Mau Hoa Village's inhabitants knew how to 

make use of Day River to transport materials from villages on the 

opposite river bank in Quoc Oai District and transport finished 

products to the South by boats. Consequently, many groups of traders 

of raw materials for traditional crafts are established and some places 

on river banks become the places where goods are gathered and 

transported to internal and external agents for consumption. 
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Mau Hoa Village's farmers took advantage of local soil and 

water resource as well as soil quality of each rice field and river bank 

to cultivate appropriate plants such as rice, sweet potato, corn, 

mulberry, bean, sugar cane, etc. These are materials for many 

traditional crafts, including agro-processing craft. 

3.1.2. Response to the natural environment for craft 

development 

Since 1990, after construction of Hoa Binh Hydropower Plant 

was completed, flow rate of floods in Day River flowing through 

Mau Hoa Village has gradually decreased and local inhabitants could 

not transport raw materials and goods by waterway as a outcome. 

Alternatively, local inhabitants transport these materials and goods 

by roads, using large-sized trucks and containers. Consequently, 

teams of local logistics and loading/unloading workers are rapidly 

established. Production facility owners easily cooperate with 

transport facility owners in transporting goods to their agencies 

nationwide, thanks to their neighbor relationships. 

In the context of shortage of raw materials, Mau Hoa Village's 

inhabitants cooperated with raw material agencies inside, outside the 

village or in other provinces to stabilize product quality and assure 

product quality. 

At present, it is difficult to dry vermicelli in Mau Hoa because the 

village area is small, thus, local inhabitants dry vermicelli on dike roads, 

village roads, rice fields and large vacant land areas near the village or 

hire football stadiums of adjacent villages to use as drying yards. Teams 

of vermicelli drying workers are also established to respond to abnormal 

weather and long distance between drying yards. 
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3.2. Culture of conduct of agro-processing craftsmen toward the 

social environment 

3.2.1. Utilization and promotion of social relation networks 

for craft development 

A long time ago, Mau Hoa Village's inhabitants closely 

complied with regulations on many rites in the village community 

such as regulations on rites of human life cycle issued by male 

groups or regulations on full participation in the village's important 

events, including weddings, funerals, holidays, village festivals, etc. 

This outcomes in "cohesive" relationships among local people. In 

order to rapidly master agro-processing craft, Mau Hoa Village's 

inhabitants take advantage of their relationships with families, kins, 

neighbors, friends inside and outside the village in skill learning, 

capital raising, worker selection, searching of raw material agencies 

and consumption markets. 

3.2.2. Response to and dealing with relationships in crafting 

Relationships between employers and employees are symbiotic 

ones. In order to minimize conflicts in business, each production 

facility owner negotiates with their employees about some 

regulations. In case of conflicts with employees, owners of small-

sized production facilities in Mau Hoa often hold meetings to ask for 

opinions of others. 

Local production facility owners often take flexible but 

determined action in harmony with emotion and reason in their 

relationships with internal and external material suppliers. Besides 

gifts, flexible and sophisticated actions by these owners are also 
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shown in "implied conduct" toward their customers. They offer 

higher price to households that produce goods of proper quantity and 

high quality, even in case of urgent purchase orders, whereas they 

complain and even cut down the price in case of low-quality goods, 

so that the following purchase orders would be better handled. 

For most of traditional crafts, it is difficult to find out 

consumers and supply door-to-door delivery service. Mau Hoa 

Village's craftsmen take various actions to deal with different 

situations, such as "negotiating" with "protection racketeers", 

learning experience from comments of customers for sustainable 

business development. 

3.2.3. Strategies in establishment, maintenance and 

development of social relationships in the craft 

Some local enterprise owners also commit to assuring legitimate 

rights of employees to retain talents and promote loyalty of employees 

towards employers. Every year, some local companies pay billions of 

VND of insurance premium for employees and offer full of benefits to 

employees such as summer holidays, maternity leave, shift meals. 

Besides compensation and benefits for employees in public 

holidays, Tet holidays, local employers regularly offer daily benefits 

to their employees. They are willing to give financial support to their 

employees who face financial difficulties. Around Lunar New Year, 

most of employers give each household that supply finished products 

to their facilities a gift box amounted to hundreds of thousand VND 

to one million VND and organize a year-end party to notify business 

plans of the next year. 
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Social rules show that it is difficult to establish business 

relationships and maintenance of such relationships also require 

appropriate strategies. Consequently, production facility owners in 

Mau Hoa always consider material suppliers to be their family 

members. Two parties often go on trips together or give gifts to 

families of their customer in large events on an annual basis to 

develop their business relationships. 

In Mau Hoa, there are currently many groups, associations and 

clubs with various organizational structures and different purposes of 

participants. Besides purpose of entertainment demand satisfaction, 

production facility owners participate these associations to gradually 

establish intense relationships so that in case they suffer difficulties, 

their friends in associations will offer help in many forms. 

Mau Hoa Village's inhabitants properly give gifts to their 

agencies to develop their binding and long-lasting relationships with 

these agencies. They care about families of their customers and fully 

participate in large events of their customers such as weddings, 

funerals or serious illness. Local bosses also pay attention to giving of 

higher-value gifts to their customers in Tet holidays or in large events. 

3.3. Culture of conduct of agro-processing craftsmen toward 

themselves 

3.3.1. Utilization of personal strengths for craft development 

In order to survive and develop brand, any traditional craft 

village requires traditional production techniques or "know-hows" to 

make unique products. Born in the village famous for traditional 

vermicelli making craft, many product facility owners in Mau Hoa 
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soon knew how to take advantage of their relationships with families, 

kins, neighbors, friends to learn skills, raise capital in case of 

financial difficulties and find out skillful employees. 

3.3.2. Response to personal difficulties for craft development 

In the context of market economy with fierce competition from 

villages involving in agro-processing, some product facility owners 

in Mau Hoa realize that traditional experience and traditional 

management thinking are difficult to build a brand. They rapidly seek 

to learn production experience and improve management skills from 

foreign countries by labor export. 

The Vietnamese always believes in "praying for holiness, 

forbearing for the good", so full participation in religious festivals at 

worshipping sites have become a good habit of Vietnamese farmers 

for a long time. When suffering difficulties in business such as loss 

of profit, failure of customers to repay debts, loss of goods, craftsmen 

in Mau Hoa often come to religious sites to express their concern and 

ask for help from supernatural forces. Although this belief is 

spiritual, it helps local craftsmen feel assured and safe to keep doing 

business after failures. 

Sub-conclusion of Chapter 3 

 

Chapter 4 

LESSONS DRAWN FROM RESEARCH OF CONDUCT CULTURE OF 

AGRO-PROCESSING CRAFTSMEN IN MAU HOA 
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4.1. Discussions about Conduct culture of agro-processing 

craftsmen in Mau Hoa 

4.1.1. Comparison between conduct culture of craftsmen in 

Mau Hoa and theoretical perspectives 

Mau Hoa Village's inhabitants soon knew how to take 

advantage take of their relation network, including internal relations 

that are direct relations, to raise capital, select employees and 

management production workshops. Besides, craftsmen knew how to 

make use of bridging relations that are indirect relations to select 

material supply sources and find out consumption markets. The 

above expressions of conduct culture of craftsmen show accuracy of 

social network theory. 

Moreover, craftsmen in Mau Hoa are proficient in using gifts 

and know when to give gifts, which gifts to be given, how much gifts 

cost, whom gifts are given to, what gifts are given for, to strengthen 

their business relationships. This exactly reflects key issues of 

rational choice theory. 

4.1.2. Highlights in conduct culture of craftsmen in Mau Hoa 

Three highlights in conduct culture of agro-processing 

craftsmen in Mau Hoa Village are shown in three aspects, including 

flexible conduct toward to the nature: reliance on the nature for self-

benefit and awareness of responsibility for protection of the living 

environment; conduct toward to the community (society): high 

appreciation of community cohesion, flexible conduct that harmonize 

"emotionalism" and "rationalism"; self-conduct: respect of Spirit, 

Prestige; emotional balance against risks and humane spirit. 

4.2. Lessons drawn from research of conduct culture of             

agro-processing craftsmen in Mau Hoa 
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4.2.1. Limitations in conduct culture of craftsmen in Mau Hoa 

Although the environment in craft villages in Minh Khai 

Commune is less polluted than other craft villages so far, Mau Hoa 

craft village faces an increase in the number of the dead for cancer 

and the number of young cancer patients. The number of cancer 

patients increases due to uncontrolled production, disrespect to 

protection of the soil and water environment of a few number of 

craftsmen many years ago. 

For the social community, craftsmen in Mau Hoa still 

commit acts that have adverse impacts on development of the craft 

village's reputation. In detail, some production facilities still 

produce low-quality goods and fail to assure food safety and 

hygiene, adversely affecting health of consumers; and envy among 

production facility owners ruins neighbor relationships. Personal 

weaknesses of some production facility owners outcome from 

unprofessional training and poor leadership and cause bankruptcy 

of some household businesses. Some production facility owners 

take advantage of political standing of their relatives for benefits 

to their families. 

4.2.2. Reasons for limitations 

The above limitations internally come from traditional culture of 

villages and disadvantages of market economy that have been affecting 

traditional cultural values. The thesis analyzes two or more limitations in 

conduct culture in crafting by Mau Hoa Village's inhabitants. 

Based on the above identified advantages, limitations and 

reasons for limitations in conduct culture of craftsmen, the author 

suggests that in order to promote advantages and limit disadvantages 
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in conduct, culture managers and local authorities should develop a 

code of conduct in the village community. 

4.2.3. Roles of conduct culture in social life and economic 

development in Mau Hoa Village 

Conduct culture plays an important role in social life and 

economic development because it contributes to development of 

friendly and open atmosphere in the village, helps local inhabitants to 

easily adapt to industrial lifestyle, regulates human behavior toward 

the good and awakens humane spirit and kindness among people. 

In business, Conduct culture is the key for enterprises to find 

out their sustainable development orientation and helps employees 

and employees to always ensure Prestige with customers and become 

responsible to the social community to develop corporate brands. 

Sub-conclusion of Chapter 4 

 

CONCLUSION 

1. The thesis identifies four factors affecting the shaping of 

conduct culture of craftsmen in Mau Hoa, including natural 

conditions, the social environment, awareness of craftsmen and 

livelihood of local inhabitants. 

2. Key issues of conduct culture of agro-processing craftsmen in 

Mau Hoa Village are assessed in three aspects, including conduct toward 

the natural environment, conduct toward the social environment and     

self-conduct. In each aspect, the thesis analyzes two perspectives, 

including ability to make use of advantages and respond to difficulties 

from natural conditions, social relationships and personal capacity for 
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craft development. Then, the thesis specifies three highlights in conduct 

culture of agro-processing craftsmen in Mau Hoa Village that are shown 

in three aspects, including flexible conduct toward to the nature: 

reliance on the nature for self-benefit and awareness of responsibility 

for environmental protection; conduct toward to the community 

(society): high appreciation of community cohesion, flexible conduct 

that harmonize "emotionalism" and "rationalism";   self-conduct: 

respect of Spirit, Prestige; emotional balance against risks and 

humane spirit. 

 3. Expressions in conduct culture of craftsmen in Mau Hoa 

prove accuracy in theories of social networks, rational choice and 

show strategies in business of craftsmen. The thesis identifies 

limitations and reasons for limitations in conduct culture of 

craftsmen, then states that conduct culture plays an important role in 

social life and economic development in Mau Hoa Village, it 

contributes to development of friendly and open atmosphere in the 

village, regulates human behavior and awakens humane spirit among 

people. Conduct culture is the key for enterprises to find out their 

sustainable development orientation and develop corporate brands. 

The above outcome of conduct culture research are 

recommendations to culture managers on development of codes of 

conduct between people and the natural environment, social 

environment and themselves for social classes in the community, to 

sustainably develop the craft village and harmonize the relationship 

between economic development and preservation of cultural values 

in the present context. 
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